While looking for something else in al-Bayān al-muğrib fī ḥabār al-Mağrib of Ibn ʿIdārī al-Marrākušī (fl. end of 7th/beginning of 14th century), I chanced upon a citation from the poetry of Ibn ʿAbdrabbih (246/860-328/940), eulogizing the greatest of the Umayyads of Córdoba, ʿAbdarrahmān (III) an-Nāṣir li-dīn Allāh (ruled 300/912-350/961). It occurs after the section devoted to his life, in a passage entitled Baʿd ḥabār an-Nāṣir rahimahu l-Lāh ʿalā l-ġumla, and it is immediately preceded by two paragraphs of highly encomiastic sągī (II, 334-5), one unit of which seems to have its origin in the poem: wa-dahalā n-nāṣu fī taʿātihi aswāqan * wa-stanfarū ilā dāʾat bihi asrādān wa-azwāgān: ‘people entered into obedience to him in droves * and rushed to answer his call [to Islam] in ones and twos’ (cf. below line 1).

The citation comprises seven lines in the basīt metre, as follows:

1. qad awdhaba l-Lāhu li-l-Islāmi minbāğā
   wa-n-nāṣu qad dahalī fī d-dīnī aswāqā
2. wa-qad tazayyanati d-dunyā li-sākinihā
   ka-anna-mā labisat wašyān wa-dībāğā
3. yā-bna l-halāʿī fīnā l-muzna law alimāt
   nadāka mā kāna min-hā l-māʿu taqṭāğā
4. wa-l-harbū law alimāt ḥarban tasūlū bihi
   mā ḥayyağāt min ḥumayyāka l-ladī htağā
5. māta n-nifaqu wa-aʿtā l-kufru dimmatahu
   wa-dallati l-haylu ilğaman wa-isrāğā
6. wa-asbaḥa n-nasrū maʿqūdan bi-alwiyyatin
   tatwi l-marāΗila taqżīran wa-idāğā
7. inna l-bilāfata lan tardo wa-lā radīyat
   hattā ʿaqadta laḥā fī raʿīka t-tağā

1. Allah has made plain a path to Islam,
   and people have come in to the religion in droves.
2. The world has decked itself out for its inhabitants,
   just as though it had put on striped garments of brocade.
3. O son of the Caliphs, if the rain-clouds knew of
   your generosity, they would not pour out their water so freely.
4. If war knew with what ferocity you attacked,
   it would not stir up your anger as it does [lit.: would not stir up that which
   is stirred up of your anger].
5. Mere lip-service to religion is dead, and unbelief has given up its protected status; the horses submit to bridling and saddling.

6. Victory has become bound with banners that fold up the way-stations in travelling at midday and setting out at dawn.

7. The Caliphate will not be content -- and let it not be content! -- until you have bound on your head the crown for it.

This is a fairly routine piece of madh', but it may be desirable to attempt to interpret rather more clearly one or two points in it.

Line 1. ‘Allah has made plain a path to Islam’. It would be possible to understand this as ‘has made plain a path for Islam’, i.e. ‘has indicated a direction for Islam to take’; in view of what follows, however, viz. that ‘Abdarrahmān has, by his deeds, encouraged a large number of people to embrace Islam, the sense that I have adopted seems preferable.

Line 2. Perhaps we are expected to see a true contrast (tībāq) between dunyā here and din in line 1; it is a very common conjunction, particularly in poetry, and a case could be made for the poet’s expressing his satisfaction that all is well with both spiritual and worldly matters. However, one sometimes has the impression that the mention of one has sparked off an almost automatic mention of the other, without there being any intention of making a specific point.

Line 3. There is no problem of interpretation here. Rain and generosity are frequently equated. If the clouds knew (which, incidentally, they must do) how generous ‘Abdarrahmān was, they would hardly bother to add their comparatively niggardly contribution.

Line 4. This line gives one pause at once because of its repetition of harb, once, quite regularly, in the feminine, and once in the masculine. One is so accustomed to the first, meaning ‘war’, that one does not immediately appreciate that there may be another meaning. There is, however: a somewhat unusual one, or, at least, one that I do not remember ever having encountered before, namely ‘enemy’. This seems, at first sight, to make things somewhat easier. If, however, one is tempted to assume that the hemistich means ‘If war knew an enemy whom you attacked’, one is still left with a syntactical problem. bibi does not seem right with tāṣūla for ‘to fight with/to attack’; you would expect ‘alayhi. There is, fortunately, another solution – one that one tends to overlook –, namely, that harbān is the masdar, the infinitive or verbal noun, of the verb haraba, meaning ‘to make war/war-making’ – not, incidentally of harība = ‘to be angry’, which is harabun and does not scan here. This leaves us with ‘If war knew a war-making with which you attacked’, which solves most of the difficulties, except for that of how actually to produce a translation. Why, though, would war not stir up ‘Abdarrahmān’s anger if it knew how he dealt with his foes (which, again, it can hardly fail to do)? This time, I think, it is not so much because it would realise that its contribution would be negligible, although this thought may also be
present, as because it would be appalled by the ferocity (as I have rendered ḥarḥan) for which it was partially responsible. 'Abdarrahmān is perfectly capable unaided of showing enough vindictiveness to satisfy the most exacting critic.

Line 5. Men can no longer claim to be Muslims and fail to perform the duties demanded of Muslims, in particular that of ǧihād. Dimm is are spontaneously converting, in their anxiety to give their services to the cause. Even the beasts are tractable, so keen are they to take part in the fight.

Line 6. I find the imagery in the first hemistic somewhat confused. Clearly an-naṣr = ‘victory’ alludes to ‘Abdarrahmān’s laqab, an-Nāṣir li-dīn Allāh = ‘Helper/Bringer of Victory to Allah’s Religion’, and ḥābaḥu ma’qūdan bi-alwiya = ‘has become bound with banners’ alludes to the phrase ‘aqāda labhū liwa’īn = ‘he appointed him to a command [lit.: he bound a banner for him]’ that occurs frequently in accounts of the early Muslim expeditions. It is not easy, however, to bring these two allusions together into a coherent picture. I think that the image must be of Victory’s being given so many commanders – and, by extension, armies – by ‘Abdarrahmān that she cannot avoid triumphing. These armies, the second hemistic declares, bring about this triumph by ‘folding up the way-stations (marāḥīl)’, i.e. by advancing so swiftly that they can cover more than one stage per day, being willing to march during the time of greatest heat.

Line 7. There is no difficulty in this line, once the emendation indicated in the editor’s foot-note of lam tādī to lam tādā has been made. ‘Abdarrahmān is being encouraged to assume, as he had no doubt indicated his intention of doing, the title of caliph, rather than that of amīr, to which his predecessors had adhered. He assumed it in 316/929, thus formally renouncing all fealty to the Baghdad Caliphate. The repetition of the ‘q-d root from line 6 is particularly apt; Victory is bound with banners, ‘Abdarrahmān is to bind on the crown. The indication in Ibn ‘Idārī that his citation was not complete and the editor’s emendation from ʿIqd prompted me to follow it up in the latter, in order to see what the complete poem was like. It was, I must say, indeed quite a hunt, since the only text of ʿIqd available had no index. Still, I tracked it down (III, 208-9) and found that between lines 6 and 7 of our citation (line 7 is, indeed, the last line of the poem) there were a further nine lines. Reading through these, I was inclined to think that Ibn ‘Idārī had perhaps made a better poem by omitting them.

The first thing to do was to compare the two versions, in order to see if they differed from one another in any important respect. The only significant variation – alabiyat = ‘had had put on it’ for labisat = ‘had put on’ in line 2 is of no consequence – is in line 4, which in ʿIqd reads:

\[\text{wa-l-ḥarbū laūw ʿalimat baʿṣan taṣūlū bihi}\
\[\text{mā hayyaqāt min ǧibālī d-dīnī aḥyāqā}\

If war knew with what force you attacked,

it would not stir up disturbances from the mountains of faith.
The reading ba’san certainly resolves all the difficulties attendant upon harban, and one could argue that a scribe had inadvertently repeated harban from al-harbi. Unfortunately the remainder of the line, in this version, destroys one’s confidence in the correctness of the first part. It is only too easy to see how the ductus of humayyä-ka l-ladî htağä could be distorted into ġibâli d-dâni abyağä; the first yields good sense, the second yields very little. One might, then, suggest that ba’san derives from a note explaining harban.

For the sake of completeness, I suppose that one should run through the additional lines in Ḳad, without perhaps dealing with them in such detail.

7. adhalta fi qubbati l-Islâmi mâriqatan
   a brağtabâ min diyârî š-firkî ihrağä
8. bi-ğabsalîn tuṣriqu l-ardu l-fadâ’u bihi
   ka l-bahri yaqdiyu bi-l-amwağä amwağä
9. yaqûdubu l-badru yasri fi kawâkibibi
   ’aramraman ka-sawâdi l-layli raqrâğä
10. târîqu fihi burîqu l-mavi lîmîratan
    wayyama’una bihi li-r-ra’âdi abzâgä
11. gâdarta fi ‘ufratay Gayyân malhamatan
    abkayta minhâ bi-ardî š-firkî a’lâgä
12. fi nisf shahrîn tarakta l-arda säkinatan
    min ba’di mâ kâna fihâ t-tayru qad màğä
13. wuğidta fi l-habari l-ma’yûri munsalitan
    mina l-balâ’ifi barrâğan wa-wallağä
14. tamlâ bika l-ardu ‘adlan mitla mâ malî’at
    gawran wa-tûdihu li-l-ma’rifî minbağä
15. yâ badra zulmatihâ yâ šamsa subhatihâ
    yâ layta hawmatihâ in bâ’igun hâgä

7. You have brought into the dome of Islam heretics
   whom you have driven out of the lands of polytheism,
8. With a mighty army with which the vast earth shines,
   just as the sea hurls waves after waves,
9. Led by the moon proceeding by night among its stars,
   a great pulsating army, like the blackness of the night,
10. In which the lightning-flashes of death are clear and bright,
    and men hear claps of thunder.
11. You have left in the two dusty conflicts [?] of Jaén a slaughter
    at which you have made infidels weep in the land of polytheism.
12. In half a month you have left the land quiet,
    after the birds had been flocking there.
13. You have been found, in recorded history,
    to have surpassed all other caliphs in cunning and acuity.
14. The earth is filled by you with justice, just as it was filled
    with tyranny, and you clearly indicate a path to [divine] favour.
15. O moon of its darkness! O sun of its morning!
    O lion of its fray, if anyone disturbs it!
16 (as 7. above). The Caliphate will not be content – and let it not be content! –
    until you have bound on your head the crown for it.

In lines 6-10 there are three grandiloquent words meaning, or connected with, ‘a
large army’; these are more or less obligatory in madh of a ruler. There are also the
two very common, apparently contradictory, images whereby the army appears as
both bright and dark. In fact, the brightness, with which the darkness is intermittently
relieved, comes from two sources: the splendour of the leader and his acolytes here
the moon and the stars and the flashing of the lance-points and the helmets here ‘the
lightning-flashes of death’. I did briefly wonder if line 9 was a reference to ‘Abdarrahmān’s freedman, Badr, whom he appointed to high office, as recorded in Ibn ‘Idārī’s
passage of sag: wa-kāna staṭa mawāluhu Badran * wa-ṣa’alahu šamsan li-mulkihi wa-
badr = ‘He had chosen his freedman Badr * and had made him a sun to his king-
don and a moon’. However, in view of line 15, I decided that ‘the moon’ here was
‘Abdarrahmān himself.

The word that I have tentatively translated as ‘the two dusty conflicts’ in line 11,
‘usfratay, appears to be the dual of ‘usfrah, which is given, only by Dozy (1927), as
‘poussière’; other dictionaries give it only as ‘grey colour of dust’ or, less helpfully,
as ‘mane of a lion’, ‘neck feathers of a cock’ or ‘forelock of a horse’. I have no idea
if ‘Abdarrahmān fought two engagements at Jaén or if the word ‘usfrah can be thus
used, as we might speak (more colloquially) of ‘two dust-ups’. I am inclined to think
that the reading may be wrong, or, if right, that it alludes to some topographical fea-
ture, or features, in or near Jaén, unknown to me.

The birds, in line 12, I take to be crows and vultures, or other carrion fowls, that
infested the fields of the battles to which ‘Abdarrahmān has now put a stop.

If fi ḥabari l-maṭuri, in line 13, means ‘in recorded history’, it appears to be
somewhat misplaced in the line.

In line 14, I should have preferred to read tūdahu (3 p. f. passive), in order to keep
‘the earth’ as the subject. This, however, does not appear to be syntactically possible.
Only the thing shown can be the direct object of the active verb and hence the sub-
ject of the passive.

As I have said, I feel that Ibn ‘Idārī may, by his cutting, have produced a better
poem than Ibn ‘Abdrabbih’s original, particularly in view of the use of the ‘q-d root
in lines 6 and 7. The excised lines are both bombastic and repetitive. Whether, how-
ever, Ibn ‘Idārī was influenced here more by aesthetic considerations than by practic-
al ones those of length it is hardly possible to determine. He is not generally given to lengthy poetic citations; on the other hand, his retention of the final line of the original perhaps suggests that he was aware of the appropriateness of its contrived juxtaposition with line 6. Ibn ‘Abdrabbih, for his part, could scarcely have presented ‘Abdarrahmān with a laudatory ode of fewer than sixteen lines. His repetition of the ‘q-d’ root in what he, quite properly, determined on as the culminating line of his poem is, no doubt, a conscious reference back to line 6, designed to reinforce the otherwise rather loose structure; he was, however, inhibited by the constraints of his genre the necessity, we might unkindly say, of providing ‘padding’ from achieving the striking effect permitted by Ibn ‘Idārī’s judicious pruning.

There remains one essential feature of the poem, in both versions, that I find somewhat odd: the very reference to the crown in the last line. There appears to have been a so-called tāg al-bilāfa, adopted by the ‘Abbāsids, which may have been some kind of large and elaborate turban. Otherwise, crowns to the Muslims were associated only with foreign, non-Muslim, monarchs the word tāg itself is apparently of Persian origin. In exhorting ‘Abdarrahmān to assume the crown of the caliphate, Ibn ‘Abdrabbih may be using the word metaphorically. He is unlikely to be suggesting that the Umayyad ruler of al-Andalus should adopt a form of headdress introduced by the usurping dynasty, if, indeed, they had actually done so by this date. What is odder is Ibn ‘Idārī’s citing of this exhortation, without comment, in view of an anecdote that he himself relates concerning an earlier ruler of only two centuries earlier (II, 30):


Mūsā [i.e. Abū ‘Abdarrahmān Mūsā b. Naṣr, the superior of Tāriq b. Ziyād, the conqueror of al-Andalus] appointed as his deputy over al-Andalus his son ʿAbdal’azīz
and left with him Ḥabīb b. Abī ‘Abda b. ‘Uqba b. Nāfiʿ as a wazīr and assistant to him. Those who wished to live there remained with them in al-Andalus. When Mūsā reached Išbīliyya [Seville], he settled his son there and approved it as the capital of his kingdom. After his father’s departure, ‘Abdal’azīz married Umm ‘Āsim, the wife of Lūdrīq [Roderick, the last Visigothic king], whose name was Ayyila [Aella ?], and he lived with her in Išbīliyya.

When he went in to her [into the bridal chamber], she said to him: ‘If kings are not crowned, they have no kingdoms. How would it be if I made you a crown from the jewels and gold that I have left?’ He said: ‘That is not part of our religion.’ She said: ‘How could the people of your religion know what you got up to in private?’ She nagged him until he did what she wanted.

While he was sitting with her one day, with the crown on his head, there entered to him a woman, one of the daughters of the Vizigothic kings, whom Ziyād b. Nābi-ga at-Tamīmī had married. She saw him, with the crown on his head, and she said to Ziyād: ‘Shall I make you a crown?’ Ziyād said: ‘In our religion we are not permitted to wear them.’ She said: ‘By the religion of the Messiah, your king and imam has one on his head.’ Ziyād informed Ḥabīb b. Abī ‘Abda of this and then talked about it until the leaders of the army learned of it; his sole concern was to publish this fact. Eventually they saw it for themselves and said: ‘He has become a Christian.’ Then they set upon him and killed him.
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